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As of January 29th, 2021, CCS is the official service provider for Google's Data Center site in

Mayes County, Oklahoma. During the proposal process, we felt it was important to stress

our 10+ years of experience in performing the majority of post-construction cleanings on

their campus and our knowledge of each unique data center. 

Our marketing team was able to generate another cutting edge proposal that

demonstrated our ability to meet their needs. Being awarded platinum accounts like

Google takes team efforts from Operations, Marketing and Sales. This will be our first

Google campus and certainly not our last!

W.L. Gore Improving Lives

W.L. Gore currently makes more than 3,400 unique inventions worldwide in various fields,
including electronics, medical devices, and polymer processing. From medical devices
implanted in the human body to clothing worn on expeditions to Mt. Everest, to electronic
cables transmitting signals from outer space, Gore products offer the superior performance and
reliability that customers expect, and end-users require.

Located Worldwide

W.L Gore currently has 34 locations throughout the U.S. Some of these locations are in Arizona,
Delaware, Maryland, Montana, and Pennsylvania. In addition to U.S. locations, they have many
sites in many different countries, including China, Germany, Japan, and Scotland.

Our Partnership

CCS has successfully serviced our valued partner since 2018, and currently provide janitorial
services 5 days a week and cleanroom cleaning 6 days a week at their Santa Clara site. They
transitioned over to CCS because they were impressed with our internal training program.
Operations Manager, Jefree Torres, and his team manage this site: Jesus Rivas( Day Porter), Maria
Hernandez(Pathogen Control Specialist), Matthew Tyo(Lead/Night Porter), James McLean(Night
Porter), and Jonathan Corioso(Back-up Support). 

Valued Partnership

W.L.Gore has achieved long-term success at translating dreams into tangible, valuable realities
for customers and communities worldwide. With each new application of
polytetrafluoroethylene(ePTFE) and other fluoropolymers, Gore has a unique opportunity to
improve lives.

PARTNER HIGHLIGHT - W.L. GORE

FEATURED WIN - GOOGLE SELECTS CCS AS SERVCE PROVIDER
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By Mark Gonsalves, VP, Data Center Services:

By Carmen Pulido, Quality Assurance Manager:

MISSION

"A commitment to

innovation shapes

everything we do"

CULTURE - AMERICAN HEART MONTH

Our Dallas Corporate team wore red

for National Wear Red Day in honor of

American Heart Month. They

discussed the importance of heart

health and did a "heart cart" to

distribute goodies to everyone! 


